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Dynamic Covalent Organocatalysts Discovered from Catalytic
Systems through Rapid Deconvolution Screening

Fredrik Schaufelberger and Olof Ramstrçm*[a]

Abstract: The first example of a bifunctional organocatalyst
assembled through dynamic covalent chemistry (DCC) is de-
scribed. The catalyst is based on reversible imine chemistry
and can catalyze the Morita–Baylis–Hillman (MBH) reaction
of enones with aldehydes or N-tosyl imines. Furthermore,

these dynamic catalysts were shown to be optimizable
through a systemic screening approach, in which large mix-

tures of catalyst structures were generated, and the optimal

catalyst could be directly identified by using dynamic decon-
volution. This strategy allowed one-pot synthesis and in situ
evaluation of several potential catalysts without the need to
separate, characterize, and purify each individual structure.
The systems were furthermore shown to catalyze and re-

equilibrate their own formation through a previously un-
known thiourea-catalyzed transimination process.

Introduction

Synthesis of new catalysts is critical for modern synthetic

chemistry, but catalyst discovery is commonly based on time-
consuming and frustrating trial-and-error protocols. To address

this issue, many combinatorial approaches to accelerate the
process have been developed.[1, 2} However, combinatorial cat-
alysis has been hampered by limited access to structurally di-

verse systems, in particular with bifunctional scaffolds. Non-
trivial synthetic operations are commonly required for their as-

sembly, which renders the systems unsuitable for automated
high-throughput synthesis. Furthermore, a significant draw-
back of most combinatorial catalytic protocols is the require-
ment for all candidates to be purified, characterized, and evalu-

ated individually, regardless of their activity. Therefore, collec-

tive catalyst screening is highly desirable, although only a few
pioneering reports have been described.[3]

In recent years, substantial effort has been invested into the
design of modular and responsive catalysts, in which the activi-

ty can be controlled through secondary inputs. In particular,
highly successful self-assembled supramolecular catalysts with

tunable activity have been developed for transition-metal cat-

alysis[4] and organocatalysis,[5] providing quick and facile routes

to bifunctional catalyst scaffolds. Elegant studies by the Reek[6]

and Breit groups,[7] have also shown the potential for simplified

screening of such systems by deconvolution methods. Howev-
er, supramolecular assemblies lack the robustness of covalent

linkages. Dynamic covalent chemistry (DCC) uses reversible co-
valent bonds to mimic the adaptive nature of supramolecular

systems, while retaining the advantages of well-defined, stable
covalent compounds.[8] For example, DCC has been successful-
ly used for ligand/receptor identification,[9] molecular-interac-

tion analysis,[10] kinetic processes,[11] biopolymers,[12] and chemi-
cal reaction networks.[13]

Due to the high interest in developing tunable catalysts and
catalytic systems, we became interested in the possibility of

creating such a „dynamic“ catalyst and investigating its proper-
ties. There are furthermore no known bifunctional catalysts, in
which the two functional parts are connected by a reversible
covalent bond. The application of DCC for catalyst discovery
has otherwise been a long-standing goal.[14] Early examples

relied on adaptive host systems that re-equilibrate in the pres-
ence of a transition-state analogue (TSA), leading to amplifica-

tion of the host that in theory best stabilizes the transition
state.[15] However, this leads to a need for design and synthesis
of the TSA, and the screening process may result in a host that

only binds the TSA without possessing any actual catalytic ac-
tivity.

Because dynamic covalent chemistry is equipped with a de-
veloped framework for analysis of large mixtures, we imagined
a possibility to directly find an optimal dynamic catalyst for

a given reaction from a large adaptive system. Herein, we have
developed a method for the dynamic combinatorial synthesis

of systems of bifunctional catalysts, followed by in situ identifi-
cation of the optimal catalyst. The methodology was applied
to the challenging Morita–Baylis–Hillman (MBH) reaction, and
a selective bifunctional catalyst with interesting properties was
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discovered.[16] This method circumvents previous issues with
DCC and catalysis by directly screening towards the actual

chemical transformation in a kinetic manner.

Results and Discussion

In bifunctional catalysis, two functional groups capable of acti-
vating substrates are mounted on one scaffold.[17] It was hy-

pothesized that if such a scaffold incorporated a reversible
bond as shown in Figure 1 a, a dynamic combinatorial system

of potential bifunctional catalysts could be generated. By al-
lowing the system to reach equilibrium, a predictable product

distribution dictated only by the relative thermodynamic stabil-
ity of the catalysts would be obtained. Thus, dynamic deconvo-

lution with selective component removal can be used to evalu-
ate the effect of each component (Figure 1 b).[18] Note that the

thermodynamic nature of the key bond connection is essential

for the accuracy of the deconvolution approach. Performing
the same deconvolution on mixtures, in which the bifunctional
catalyst has been constructed under kinetic control is not a fea-
sible methodology. Such systems are highly vulnerable to ki-

netic traps, resulting in a risk of active catalysts being unex-
pressed in the mixture. For a dynamic system, as long as the

building blocks utilized for constructing the catalysts are rela-
tively uniform in terms of the dynamic covalent functional
group, all possible linear combinations should be expressed in

the system in predictable ratios.
To utilize this DCC methodology for discovery of dynamic bi-

functional catalysts, we required a synthetically relevant model
transformation. The MBH reaction was chosen, because orga-

nocatalysis has proven to be highly successful for this transfor-

mation, and the importance of bifunctionality has been well in-
vestigated.[19] Furthermore, studies have found that optimal

catalyst architectures were difficult to predict through rational
design, which together with the often very long reaction times

highlighted a need for rapid catalyst screening methods.[19b, e]

Traditionally, MBH reactions utilizing a,b-unsaturated ketones

as donors are also hard to control, with polymerization and
side-reactions often diminishing the efficiency. Accurate cata-
lyst predictions for such a reaction would indicate that the dy-
namic screening methodology possessed a high level of gener-

ality.
Thus, a racemic catalyst system that incorporated a nucleo-

philic Lewis base, an H-bond donor and a dynamic imine bond
connecting the two components was designed as shown in

Scheme 1 a. Acids and water render the imine bond labile, but

removal of either component leads to a structurally robust

linkage. This „conditional reversibility“ is essential, because
a dynamic catalyst should be able to equilibrate under one set

of conditions and stay inert under another. As illustrated in

Scheme 1 b, the catalyst should activate both the enone and
the aldehyde, and preorganize the substrates for conversion
towards the MBH adduct.

The initial strategy was to first form the imines, and then

allow the dynamic system to reach equilibrium in situ using an
equilibration catalyst. This approach was tested for the model

system shown in Scheme 2, using components A, B, 1, and 2
to form imines A1, A2, B1, and B2 quantitatively. Herein, only
component B2 fulfills the criteria for bifunctionality, because it

possesses both a nucleophilic tertiary amine moiety and an H-
bond donating thiourea group.

However, upon attempted re-equilibration by addition of
catalytic amounts of water and widely used transimination cat-

alysts, such as benzoic acid or Sc(OTf)3, it was noticed that the

component distribution in the imine system did not change.
Control experiments confirmed that the system had in fact al-

ready reached equilibrium during condensation (see the Sup-
porting Information). This result was surprising, because

amines and aldehydes in the absence of acid are known to
condensate irreversibly under kinetic control.

Scheme 1. a) Direct bifunctional dynamic catalyst formation for use in an
MBH reaction. b) Catalyst preorganizes and activates the substrates towards
the MBH reaction.

Figure 1. a) Principle of dynamic bifunctional organocatalysis. b) Removal of
a single-system component gives propagating effects, eliminating all possi-
ble linear combinations of the component.
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It is known that thiourea moieties form strong H bonds with

imines. It was thus hypothesized that the thiourea N¢H pro-
tons could act as general acid catalysts for the system and self-

catalyze the system synthesis, in which it takes part. Further
control experiments indicated that thioureas are indeed able

to induce equilibration of dynamic imine systems, as long as
water and/or amines are still present in the mixture (see the

Supporting Information). We also confirmed that transimina-

tion did not proceed at all in the absence of these species,
which supports a hydrolysis/condensation mechanism for the

re-equilibration. This effectively led to dynamic systems that
were „locked“ at equilibrium under dry conditions, because the

water necessary for re-equilibration was continuously removed
during the condensation phase. Furthermore, it was also con-

firmed that thiourea structures were capable of catalyzing the

exchange even in the absence of primary amines, indicating
that aliphatic amine transimination catalysis was not the sole

factor at play. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
report of H-bond-catalyzed transimination outside of biological

systems. This finding greatly simplified our method, because
the re-equilibration step shown in Scheme 2 could be entirely

omitted. Furthermore, it added a further layer of complexity to

this potential catalyst class, because these dynamic thiourea-
imine catalysts are, in a sense, able to modify and catalyze

their own formation.

With equilibration conditions in hand, the system was next

expanded to four aldehydes and four amines, as shown in
Scheme 3, to increase the chances of finding an active catalyst.

Aldehydes 2, 3, and 4 comprise nucleophilic sites in the ortho
position to the imine linker, whereas amines B, C, and D incor-

porate H-bond donors. Cyclohexylamine A and benzaldehyde
1 were used as controls. A dynamic catalyst system composed

of 16 different imines was formed analogously to the model re-

action, and equilibrium was again attained during the conden-
sation phase. Next, ethyl vinyl ketone and p-nitrobenzaldehyde

were added directly to the system as shown in Figure 2 a. The
MBH reaction proceeded readily, and 20–25 % yield of the de-

sired adduct 5 was obtained after 24 h, as indicated by NMR
analysis. Thus, at least one of the 16 potential catalysts in the

mixture possessed MBH activity.

Scheme 2. Model-system formation with indirect re-equilibration route (top) and direct condensation route (bottom). THF = tetrahydrofuran, MS = molecular
sieves.

Scheme 3. Formation of dynamic 16-component imine system and „locking“
by water removal.

Figure 2. a) Model MBH reaction. b) Observed initial rate difference for MBH
reaction upon selective replacement of investigated components 2–4 or B-D
by equivalent amount of non-functionalized analogues 1 or A in the pre-
generated catalyst system. Conditions: 0.12 mmol p-nitrobenzaldehyde,
0.24 mmol ethyl vinyl ketone, 4 æ MS (300 mg), anhydrous THF (0.5 mL), pre-
generated imine catalyst system (0.075 mmol of each initial component A-D
and 1–4 except for the omitted building block and the replacement com-
pound A or 1 of which 0.15 mmol was added). Duplicate experiments; for
further experimental details and kinetic plots, see the Supporting Informa-
tion.
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To minimize the number of experiments required to identify
the active components in the mixture, a dynamic deconvolu-

tion scheme was devised, the results of which are shown in
Figure 2 b. Equimolar amounts of the amine and aldehyde spe-

cies were generally required, because the formed imines were
inert under MBH conditions even in the presence of thioureas.

Hence, deconvolution could be efficiently accomplished
through selective replacement of the evaluated component by

an equivalent amount of a reference compound (A for amines,

1 for aldehydes). Initial rates were then measured to fully cor-
relate systemic catalytic activity with changes in system com-

position upon component replacement.[20] Replacement of po-
tentially active components by inactive species would lead to

retarded rates of the investigated reaction, compared with the
complete system with all functionalities present (the reference

bar in Figure 2 b). Conversely, removal of a component that is

detrimental to catalytic activity should give enhanced initial
rates.

As can be seen from Figure 2 b, replacement of the dimeth-
ylamino-containing component 2 gave a slight rate increase. A

potential explanation for this observation can be the systemic
effects of bifunctionality in the catalyst system. Assuming one

or more optimal combinations of nucleophile and H-bond

donor, a scenario, in which pairing of an inactive component
with a potentially active species would produce a bifunctional

catalyst that exhibits low activity, can be envisaged. If this pair-
ing would be thermodynamically more preferred than pairing

of two active components, then removal of the inactive com-
ponent would lead to re-equilibration in favor of the more

active catalyst combination and thus increased rates. This sce-

nario may be well applicable to the case of component 2.
However, removal of diphenylphosphine-containing aldehyde

3 led to complete loss of catalytic activity, implying that the
highly nucleophilic phosphine was the only nucleophile in the

system capable of catalyzing the reaction. In further support of
this observation, imidazole-based aldehyde 4 showed almost

no rate change when replaced.

The results from the H-bond donor screen showed less pro-
nounced differences. Removal of the weaker H-bonding thiour-

ea C provided the largest systemic effect, with the product for-
mation rate decreasing by almost 30 %. Replacement of the

stronger H-bond donor B instead led to a rate increase, sug-
gesting that B had deleterious effects on the catalysis.

To evaluate the accuracy of the deconvolution predictions,

a parallel screening test was subsequently performed. All linear
combinations of the catalysts were synthesized in situ by

direct condensation of the corresponding amine and aldehyde,
and tested in single experiments. Only the four reactions in-
volving the imines resulting from aldehyde 3 showed any
product formation after 24 h. These four catalysts were then
synthesized and purified, giving bench-stable compounds that

were subsequently tested in controlled single experiments.
The results are summarized in Figure 3 and are in accordance
with the dynamic deconvolution results. Compound C3 turned
out to be the most active catalyst, with a 19 % yield of the
MBH product 5, compared to 15 % for B3 and only 3 % for A3
and D3.

The relatively high catalytic ability of B3 was initially surpris-
ing, because the system experiments actually predicted the
compound to be detrimental to catalysis. However, subsequent

experiments showed that B3 was highly unselective, with for-
mation of large amounts of byproducts. Furthermore, product

5 was shown to be unstable in the presence of B3, and de-

composed over time. These effects are an example of why care
has to be taken in the collective screening of catalyst mixtures,

because simple determination of the yield of 5 upon complet-
ed reaction would not lead to accurate predictions of the opti-

mal catalyst activities. However, this study has showcased that
kinetic measurements of initial rates is a possible way to mea-

sure systemic activities of catalyst mixtures.

Although C3 is by no means a state-of-the-art catalyst activi-
ty-wise, these results provide compelling evidence that the de-

convolution methodology has accurately predicted the most
active catalyst from a dynamic system. This protocol seems to

be highly suited for detecting components crucial for activity,
but it can also differentiate between less important functional

groups that still contribute to the catalysis in the system. The

method is simple and straightforward, and allows one-pot syn-
thesis and subsequent screening of well-defined, covalently

linked bifunctional organocatalysts without the need for sepa-
ration, purification, and characterization of each individual mol-

ecule. The small model system investigated in this study is
easily amenable to expansion, and the deconvolution protocol

would be expected to increase further in efficiency with larger
systems. Furthermore, considering the range of dynamic cova-
lent linkages developed in recent years, a wide range of poten-

tial dynamic catalysts architectures could be envisaged.
Having shown that the dynamic covalent chemistry enabled

accelerated activity screening, we turned to investigating the
behavior of the dynamic bifunctional catalyst C3 in more

detail. When the MBH reaction was performed with 20 % load-

ing of C3, a yield of 87 % could be provided after an extended
reaction time (240 h). In comparison, a maximum of only 27 %

yield could be obtained using B3. Also, C3 could efficiently cat-
alyze an aza-MBH reaction with highly electrophilic phenyl N-

tosyl imine 6 to give aza-MBH adduct 7 in a very good 85 %
yield over 72 h (Scheme 4).[21]

Figure 3. Yields of compound 5 in parallel catalyst-screening experiments.
Conditions: 0.1 mmol p-nitrobenzaldehyde, 0.3 mmol ethyl vinyl ketone,
0.02 mmol bifunctional catalyst, 0.5 mL THF, 200 mg 4 æ MS, 24 h, RT.
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Furthermore, we were interested in investigating if the dy-
namic covalent bond could be utilized to modulate the MBH

activity. Running the reaction with only amine C predictably
only led to imine formation with p-nitrobenzaldehyde, but
more surprisingly, utilizing aldehyde 3 as the sole catalyst led
to almost no product and quick decomposition (Table 1).
When adding C and 3 together, the MBH reaction proceeded

with very low selectivity and yield, with decomposition of the
aldehyde presumably occurring over MBH adduct formation.

However, when C and 3 were pre-stirred with 4 æ MS over-
night, C3 was formed in quantitative yield, and the corre-
sponding MBH reaction proceeded readily and selectively. Con-

versely, pre-stirring four equivalents of H2O with C3 followed
by reagent addition again produced almost no product forma-

tion, because the thiourea seemed to have catalyzed the par-
tial hydrolysis of the imine back to the unfavorable aldehyde–

amine pair. These results indicate that the dynamic bifunctional
organocatalysts might be utilized as primitive switches, espe-

cially given the discovered self-modifying capabilities of this
class of catalysts.

The inclusion of a dynamic imine bond, as well as a transimi-
nation catalyst, into the same structure also opens further in-
teresting possibilities. For the catalyst screening, the dynamic
system was „locked“ during the entire catalytic event to main-

tain accuracy in reaction kinetics measurements. However, it is
also straightforward to „unlock“ the dynamic system and allow
living dynamic catalyst behavior, in which the catalyst structure
is continuously changing during the reaction. In theory, orga-
nocatalysts capable of in situ error correction of their own mo-

lecular architecture could then be envisaged.

Conclusion

A new class of dynamic bifunctional catalysts capable of cata-
lyzing modifications of their own constitution was developed,

and it was showcased how this property allows one-pot syn-

thesis and evaluation of large systems of catalysts. The meth-
odology uncovered a relatively effective catalyst for the

Morita–Baylis–Hillman reaction, and catalyst effectiveness
could be regulated through manipulations of the dynamic co-

valent bond. DCC is integral for the screening approach, be-
cause it enables a deconvolution strategy that rapidly identifies
the system components that contribute most to catalytic activ-

ity. The dynamic imine linkage allows proofreading of the dy-
namic system, with the reversibility ensuring a uniform catalyst
distribution. The methodology can be utilized for catalyst dis-
covery, and the obtained dynamic bifunctional scaffolds exhibit

the potential for use as adaptable organocatalysts. Further-
more, this also marks the first report of thiourea-catalyzed tran-

simination. Further investigations on the screening methodolo-
gy and the self-modifying ability of the dynamic catalysts are
currently in progress.

Experimental Section

Experimental procedure for dynamic system generation

Aldehydes and amines (0.075 mmol each) were dissolved in anhy-
drous THF (0.5 mL) in an Eppendorf vial, and the solution was
transferred to a dry reaction vial containing pre-activated 4 æ MS
(300 mg) under N2. The mixture was stirred at room temperature
for 20 h after which time the equilibrated system was obtained.
Tests for thiourea system equilibration were performed (see the
Supporting Information), showing that the systems were at equilib-
rium after condensation.

Kinetic analysis of Morita-Baylis–Hillman reactions with dy-
namic systems catalysis

A dynamic system was generated according to the description
above. Afterwards, p-nitrobenzaldehyde (18.1 mg, 0.12 mmol) in
anhydrous THF (0.120 mL) was added under N2, followed by addi-
tion of ethyl vinyl ketone (23.9 mL, 20.8 mg, 0.24 mmol). The mix-
ture was stirred at room temperature under N2. An aliquot of the
reaction mixture (30.0 mL) was withdrawn and added to 0.550 mL

Scheme 4. Catalyst performance in MBH and aza-MBH reactions. Conditions:
0.2 mmol aldehyde/imine 6, 0.6 mmol ethyl vinyl ketone, 0.04 mmol C3, 4 æ
MS (100 mg), 1.0 mL THF, N2.

Table 1. Tunable catalytic activity for C3.[a]

Catalyst Incubation time [h] MBH activity[b]

C3 – ON
C – OFF
3 – OFF[e]

C3[c] 24 OFF
C+ 3 – OFF[e]

C+ 3[d] 24 ON

[a] Conditions: 0.1 mmol p-nitrobenzaldehyde, 0.3 mmol ethyl vinyl
ketone, 0.02 mmol catalyst, 0.5 mL THF, N2. [b] Indicated by 1H NMR spec-
troscopy after 7 h. [c] With 0.2 mmol H2O. [d] With 4 æ MS (100 mg).
[e] Trace amounts.
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CDCl3 in an NMR tube, with PhSiMe3 (0.020 mL/mL CDCl3) as inter-
nal standard. NMR measurements were performed within 5 min, al-
though control experiments indicated that the aliquot composition
was stable for several hours in anhydrous CDCl3. Product formation
was monitored by integrating the characteristic peaks at d= 5.66
and 6.00 ppm and comparing to the internal standard.
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